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'Slumdog Millionaire' . The story is based on the real
life that happened between 1913 and 1931, when the
Mahrattas, Marathas and other neighboring nations
rebelled against the British. Before this, the Britishers
had won the.Q: How do I open a connection to a text
file from my iOS app? I'm developing an iOS app that
reads a simple text file, lines at a time, and I've looked
all over the internet and read just about every
example on the Apple site to no avail, so my question
is this: What's the easiest way to open a connection to
a text file stored in your app's documents folder from
your app? I'd rather not read the file into a string,
because the file is tiny and the best way I can think of
to do it would be to copy and paste the whole file into
a string. A: I think Apple's Documentation is your best
bet for the specifics of reading the file from the
documents folder, but for general setup of reading the
file from the documents folder, you would use
something like this: NSString *path = [[NSBundle
mainBundle] path
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